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Abstract. The introduction of Hydrogen Chloride during the in-situ doping of Silicon
Nanowires (SiNWs) grown using the Vapour Liquid Solid (VLS) mechanism was investigated.
Compared with non-chlorinated atmospheres, the use of HCl with dopant gases considerably
improves the surface morphology of the SiNWs, leading to extremely smooth surfaces and a
greatly reduced tapering. The variations in the wire diameter are massively reduced for boron
doping, and can not be measured at 600°C for phosphorous over several tens of micrometers.
This remarkable feature is accompanied by a frozen gold migration from the catalyst, with no
noticeable levels of gold clusters observed using scanning electron microscopy. A detailed
study of the NWs apparent resistivity reveals that the dopant incorporation is effective for both
types of doping. A graph linking the apparent resistivity to the dopant to silane dilution ratio is
built for both types of doping and discussed in the frame of the previous results.

1 Introduction

Semiconductor nanowires (NWs) are the topic of intense research in many fields of solid

state physics due to their potential use in high performance electronics[1-6], chemical

sensors[7,8], solar cells[9-13], and energy storage[14-16]. In the case of silicon nanowires

(SiNWs), mass-production is possible using bottom-up methods based on the Vapor-Liquid-

Solid process [16, 17] (VLS). Controlled doping of SiNWs obtained by these methods is a

prerequisite to any industrial application. Using Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD), p- and n-

type doping of the wires can be performed in-situ, during growth, by introducing the appropriate

dopant precursor, B2H6, (p type) or PH3 (n type), in addition to the SiH4 gas.
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In-situ doping of NWs is not a recent topic since reports were made as soon as the early

2000s [18] using a gas mixture composed of silane and dopant precursor—see for instance in

[19, 20, 23]. However, compared with n type, there is a lack of data regarding the p doping of Si

NWs. Different precursors can be used, such as diborane (B2H6) [20, 23] or TriMethylBoron

(TMB) [18, 22]. Resistivity measurements show dispersed values for B2H6 and a rather low

concentration of active impurities for TMB. In addition, as the B2H6 gases are introduced in the

vapour phase, multiple problems can occur, such as morphological changes [24], amorphous

shell overgrowth [25, 26]. Some of theses shortcomings can be avoided if the partial pressure of

the dopant gases is kept low relative to the Si precursor. A ratio of pB2H6/pSiH4<10-3 or

pPH3/pSiH4<10-3 permits nanowire growth using Au catalysts in most standard experimental

conditions without significant morphological changes. However the problem of shell

overgrowth is not solved by these simple pressure adjustments.

Shell overgrowth is concurrent with the main axial growth and originates from a radical

change in the radial growth rate induced by the dopant gases. The latter can i) directly change

the surface composition by simple vapour-solid reactions and/or ii) increase the gold cluster

migration from the main catalyst, also changing the radial growth rate by gold-catalyzed surface

growth [27]. P type wires (grown using B2H6) are considerably more affected than n-type wires

(grown using PH3) and p type segments typically show a larger sidewall roughness than their n-

type or undoped counterparts [18, 26].

In our previous works, the role of Hydrogen Chloride (HCl) in the Au-catalyzed SiNWs

growth was investigated using a HCl/SiH4 gas mixture. The presence of Cl was shown to inhibit

the gold diffusion on Si surfaces [27]—see figure S1—thus stopping colloid diffusion and

coalescence at the early stages of the growth sequence and hindering the catalyst loss during the

wire axial growth. Together with a decrease of the 2D growth in Cl chemistries, HCl is

particularly suitable to fabricate highly straight structures. The chemistry of the surface of

undoped SiNWs (gold covered, gold free and/or Cl-passivated) was also proved to be
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determinant in the development of the facets or the shell of the wires [28], making use of HCl

extremely efficient to keep very smooth surfaces.

In this paper, we examine the effect of the HCl introduction in the growth recipes used for

making doped Si NWs. In particular, we show that p and n type doped SiNWs can respectively

be obtained using HCl/SiH4/B2H6 and HCl/SiH4/PH3 gas mixtures while retaining the same

surface state—tapering, roughness and presence of gold clusters—as the undoped SiNWs grown

using the HCl/SiH4 gas mixture. It is particularly shown that efficient p type doping of Si NWs

can be achieved with the same ease as for the n type one and without an amorphous shell

growth.

2 Experimental details

SiNWs are grown in a low-pressure CVD reactor (EasyTube3000 First Nano, a Division of

CVD Equipment Corporation) operating at 600 or 650°C and 3 Torr total pressure. We use this

temperature range for a good epitaxial growth with high growth rate (500 to 650 nm/mn)

compared with lower growth temperature [23]. Si <111> wafers are used as growth substrates

and cleaned by dipping in acetone, isopropyl alcohol and deoxidation in HF 10%. If needed,

size calibrated SiNWs are grown from gold colloids (BritishBioCell), with a 50 to 200 nm

diameter. Alternatively, an evaporated thin gold film (≈3nm) can be used as catalyst. Hydrogen

(H2) is used as the carrier gas (1.9 standard liters per minute) while Silane (SiH4) is used as the

Si precursor (20-50 sccm, standard cubic centimetres, or 30 to 80 mTorr for SiH4 partial

pressure). P type and n type doping are respectively achieved by introducing B2H6 and PH3 in

the reactor, with pB2H6/pSiH4 and pPH3/pSiH4 ratios in the 10-6 to 10-2 range. Depending on the

experiment, an additional HCl flux can be introduced in the reactor (0-100 sccm, or 0 to 160

mTorr HCl partial pressure). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were made using a

ZEISS ultrascan scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an in lens secondary

electron detector. High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images were

obtained on a CM300 TEM working at 300 kV.
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3 Results and discussion:

Figure 1 presents p-type SiNWs grown with SiH4 and B2H6 (without HCl) on a dewetted gold

thin film at 650°C for different dopant to silane ratios. We observe an increase of the tapering

(diameter variation from 5nm/µm to 15nm/µm) and the surface roughness with the increase of

pB2H6/pSiH4 ratio. Large and rough epitaxial facets are also clearly visible at the largest

pB2H6/pSiH4 ratio, as expected from the literature [26].

The rough and irregular wire surface obtained with the standard B2H6/SiH4 gas mixtures is in

stark contrast with the smooth wires previously obtained with the HCl/SiH4 gas mixture [27,

28]. As a reminder, Figure S1 (supplementary information) presents the surface of a wire which

was grown alternatively with and without HCl (all other experimental parameters remaining

constant). The first segment, grown using HCl, presents a gold free surface with smooth facets

and a constant diameter. The second segment, grown without HCl, shows a gold-clustered and

irregular surface with large facets and a varying diameter. In light of these results, the use of

HCl seems a logical response to the morphological problems encountered in the figure 1 on

doped SiNWs. Adding diborane to this reactive gas mixture leads to similar results, as

illustrated in figure 2. The conditions of this growth are a temperature of 650°C, a total pressure

of 3 Torr, a H2 flow of 1L/mn, a SiH4 flow of 50 sccm and pB2H6/pSiH4 =1x10-3. The first stage

is performed with HCl (100 sccm), then the HCl mass flow is closed in the second half of the

growth. The SEM images clearly show two distinct regions corresponding to the two growth

conditions. The enlarged view of the transition region shows a diameter enlargement and

roughness increase as Cl is removed from the reactive mixture, attributed to the increase of the

2D growth, and a white-spotted surface for free HCl conditions. These spots were attributed to

gold clusters using a comparative study on undoped Si NWs with SEM imaging and localized

EDX analysis in a TEM microscope [29]. On the contrary, the enlarged view of the region

grown under an HCl atmosphere shows a smooth surface, with a constant diameter, and no

noticeable amounts of gold clusters are observable using SEM imaging. So HCl acts to reduce

dramatically the gold migration onto the surface of the wires during the growth of doped Si
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NWs, which is in line with our previous work [27, 28]. This limitation of gold migration is due

to the chlorination of the NWs surface [28].

In figure 3, we compare the growth of p-type and n-type SiNWs with and without HCl. The

wires were grown at: i) 650°C, 3 Torr and pB2H6/pSiH4 =1x10-3 (figure 3a and 3b), ii) 600°C

and pPH3/pSiH4 =1x10-3 (figure 3c and 3d), using 100 nm diameter gold colloids. HCl-free

recipes lead to very different growth regimes compared with the chlorinated counterparts.

Without HCl, the strong catalyst migration (see inset in figure 3c) during growth can induce a

total depletion of the catalytic head long before the end of the deposition step. The

corresponding wires are much shorter in height and not terminated by a catalyst. The minimum

wire diameter for stable growth [27] is here much larger (> 3 x Diam.) than the gold colloids

used (100nm) and normal growth only marginally occurs in gold-rich zones (colloid

aggregates). In addition, significant tapering (10-30 nm/µm) and rough surface are clearly

observed, a trend which was already observed in the undoped structures grown without HCl and

which is attributed to gold-cluster enhanced radial growth and to the reduction of the catalyst

size during the growth. The addition of HCl in the B2H6/SiH4 mixture leads to a considerable

increase of the growth yield per colloid—the proportion of colloids which start and gives rise to

a complete growth, without growth stop due to catalyst loss—with a great reduction of the wire

tapering, nearly not measurable (6nm/µm at 650°C and 0.25 nm/µm at 600°C), despite the quite

long—20 µm—length of NWs. These features are in line with the results obtained on undoped

wires grown using HCl/SiH4 gas mixtures [26].

Resistivity measurements in a four probes configuration were then performed to assess the

electrical properties of the n and p type wires grown with and without HCl. The SiNWs were

first sonicated in isopropyl alcohol and drop casted onto oxidized Si samples. Metal contacts

were fabricated by optical lithography, metal deposition (Ni-Au for p type wires and Ti-Au for

n type wires), and lift off [30]. In a first experiment, SiNWs grown from 200 nm colloids

(650°C, 3 Torr, 50 sccm SiH4, pB2H6/pSiH4=10-3), with or without HCl were characterized. Due

to the strong tapering usually found in the free HCl atmospheres, which considerably widens the
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base diameter, it was impossible to connect these regions owing to the limited thickness of the

photoresist. Thus, regions close to the foot of these NWs could not be connected using a lift off

process, which further restricted the I(V) analyses to the regions close to the top of the NWs.

To achieve a meaningful comparison between the two samples, great care was given to the

choice of region probed. Indeed, axial dependant resistivity measurements performed on the

same NW revealed an increasing resistivity for decreasing catalyst to probed section distance.

This trend was already observed in phosphorous doped Si NWs grown without HCl and

attributed to very efficient dopant diffusion from the surface to the core of the NW for

temperatures as small as 460°C [31] thus contributing to the so-called surface doping. Here

axial dependant changes in the resistivity were observed both for n and p type dopings, with, for

instance, a resistivity drop from 10 to 6 mΩ.cm all across a 20 µm length boron doped wire

grown at 650°C under HCl and pB2H6:pSiH4=10-3. The figure 4 (a) shows two connected wires

(p type, with and without HCl) and the corresponding probed regions, both approximately

situated 4 microns from the catalyst. This ensures that the electrical measurements originate

from wire segments which share a comparable surface exposure to the doping gases during the

growth. This latter point is justified by experimental verification of equal growth rates in both

chemistries.

As expected, tapering is more pronounced for HCl free growth conditions, with an

experimental diameter enlargement of 11.0 nm/µm compared to 6.3 nm/µm with HCl. In the

figure 4 (a), the enlarged views of the electrically probed sections confirm the stark

morphological contrast between the two chemistries. The experimental apparent resistivities are

ρapp= 106 mΩ.cm without HCl (mean diameter of 223 nm) and ρapp= 17 mΩ.cm with HCl (mean

diameter of 155 nm). Assuming that the hole mobility in the wires does not deviate too much

from the bulk material—i. e. in the range of 100 cm2/V.s for the impurity concentrations under

study—we can extract the density of ionized impurities in the wires and obtain NA (223 nm, no

HCl) = 2x1017 cm-3 and NA (155 nm, HCl) = 4x1018 cm-3 respectively. Such a discrepancy

between the two samples is not well understood but could be explained by several factors, like a
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bad estimate of the effective cross section for the carrier transport in the rough nanowire due to

the strong faceting. High gold concentrations and surface roughness in the HCl free nanowire

could lower the hole mobility, or a very high density of surface states might contribute to trap

the free carriers and increase the apparent resistivity of the HCl free wires.

A HRTEM image obtained on an as grown wire coming from the same sample than the one

presented in 4 (a) is shown in figure 4 (b) —growth conditions with a HCl atmosphere, a

temperature of 650°C and pB2H6/pSiH4=10-3. One can clearly see that an amorphous layer of

around 2 nm is present on the sidewalls, which is routinely observed on undoped Si NWs and

attributed to amorphous native oxide [29]. This feature largely differs from previous TEM

analyses carried out on boron doped Si NWs grown at 500°C and using diborane as a precursor,

where a thick and amorphous shell was observed under high pB2H6/pSiH4 ratio [26]. This

overgrowth was ascribed to radial growth and exhibits a high density of gold precipitates. In the

case of HCl enhanced growth of doped Si wires, uncatalyzed 2D growth and gold diffusion from

the catalyst are massively reduced, which in turn stops the formation of any Si shell and

preserves the wire crystallinity, while allowing doping in both (n and p) configurations.

In the figure 5 we present the apparent resistivity as a function of the dopant gas to silane

ratio for the n and p doped SiNWs. These results are obtained on wires typically 20-30 µm in

length, 100-200 nm in diameter, and display the mean value for the apparent resistivity, when

measured at several places across the wire. The values show a decrease of the resistivity as the

dopant gas to silane ratio increases, as observed in the literature for wires grown without HCl

[21, 26]. The smallest mean apparent resistivity measured from HCl wires was found to be 6

mΩ.cm for p type wires, corresponding to NA≈1019 cm-3—based on use of the bulk mobility—

with pB2H6/pSiH4 =10-3 at 650°C— with low-high values of 1.1 and 12 mΩ.cm for this

particular point. The corresponding value for n type wires was measured at 0.6 mΩ.cm

(ND≈1020 cm-3) and obtained at 600°C with pPH3/pSiH4 = 8x10-3. This latter value is in line with

the data obtained in ref [21], which reported a resistivity saturation of phosphorous doped

SiNWs in a HCl-free configuration around 0.6 mΩ.cm using a similar dopant to silane ratio
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(pB2H6/pSiH4 = 1.5 10-2). Regarding p type doping, the resistivity saturates at ≈10 mΩ.cm for

diborane partial pressures above pB2H6/pSiH4 = 10-3 in line with the extrapolated value in ref

[20] and much lower than the value obtained with TMB [22]. This suggests that a similar

saturation mechanism exist for boron impurities at dopant densities close to 1 1019cm-3.

4 Conclusion

In this article, we demonstrate the effect of the combined use of silane and hydrogen chloride

in the growth of p and n doped SiNWs. Using this particular reactive mixture, a significant

improvement in the wire morphology is obtained compared with the HCl-free approach, with

smoother wires surfaces, reduced tapering and permits to keep a good crystallinity without

amorphous shell. Limitation of gold diffusion from the catalyst, already observed on undoped

SiNWs grown with HCl, is maintained with both PH3 and B2H6 doping gases, thereby making

this process a valuable solution for limiting the gold contamination in doped SiNWs. Resistivity

measurements confirm that dopant impurities effectively incorporate in the structure with

typical values spanning the mΩ.cm to Ω.cm range for both types of doping. This range fulfils

most of the technological requirements in terms of doping level.
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Figure 1 SEM images of p-doped SiNWs growth with different pB2H6/pSiH4 ratio, at 650°C, 1.5 Torr
total pressure and H2 flow of 1.9 L.mn-1, without HCl. The faceting increases with the B/Si ratio due to
2D growth. The tapering increases with pB2H6/pSiH4 ratio: diameter enlargement from 5nm/µm
(pB2H6/pSiH4 =2.4x10-5) to 15nm/µm (pB2H6/pSiH4 =1x10-3)

B2H6/ SiH4 = 2.4x 10-5 B2H6/ SiH4 = 1.6x 10-4 B2H6/ SiH4 = 1x 10-3

2 µm

(a)

1 µm

(b)

200 nm

(c)

200 nm

(a)

200 nm

(b)

200 nm

(c)
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Figure 2: SEM images of boron doped SiNWs grown in two steps condition: step 1 with HCl and step
2 without HCl. We clearly observe two regions on the NWs corresponding to the two growth
conditions. In the zooms showing the region grown without HCl we can clearly observe gold clusters
at the surface with an increase of the diameter and the roughness.

Step 1:
SiH4 + B2H6

+ HCl

Step 2:
SiH4 + B2H6
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Figure 3: SEM images of p doped (a,b) and n doped (c,d) SiNWs, grown from gold colloids (100 nm
diameter) with dopant to silane ratio equal to 10-3 in both cases, at 650°C for the boron doping and
600°C for the phosphorous doping, without HCl (a, c) and with HCl (b, d). Diameter variations are: i)
boron 8-15nm/µm without HCl and 6nm/µm with HCl at 650°C, ii) phosphorous 13nm/µm without
HCl and <0.25nm/µm with HCl.

(a) (b)

Without HCl With HCl

Boron

Phosphorous
(c) (d)
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Figure 4: (a) Typical SEM views of boron doped Si NWs (pB2H6/pSiH4 =10-3) grown with and
without HCl (b) TEM enlarged view of a “HCl” wire coming from the same sample than in (a), scale
bar is 5 nm, and (c) corresponding current-voltage curves obtained in similar regions.
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Figure 5: Mean apparent resistivity of Si NWs grown with HCl for phosphorous doping at 600°C and
boron doping at 650°C.
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